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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to explore the use of lunar surface
photography. in order to achieve the photogrammetric transfer of available
selenographic coordinates from future lunar landing sites to neighboring,
photoidentifiable features. It can be implied from the procedures developed
that overhead photography, were it available, could be utilized and would
provide a material strengthening of the total solution. By the methodic
selection of features and confirmation that they can in reality be identified
. from orbital photography, a modest selenodetic control system can be
expanded into a net that could ultimately control all future, manned or
unmanned, orbital photographic missions.
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2. ABSTRACT
For centuries man has scrutinized the moon in one manner or
another and postulated theories concerning its size, shape, origin, and
other general characteristics. With the passage of time and the improve-
ment of equipment and observation techniques the desire for more explicit
information concerning earth's nearest celestial neighbor has become acute.
In fact, as the moment approached when man would actually set foot on the
lun,ar surface, the need for such information became vital. The follOWing
hi storical review briefly outlines man's effort to improve hi s knowledge
in one of the pertinent regions of selenodesy - selenodetic control.
The remainder of this paper explores a method of improving the
existing selenodetic control by employing available lunar surface photography
supplemented by that obtained from lunar orbit. FollOWing the results of
this experiment an ideal model is submitted. The unknowns associ.ated with
this model are perturbed within realistic limits by a random number gener-
ation program. This prOVides a theoretical indication of the accuracy that
could be anticipated assuming there is reasonable adherence to the suggested
procedures.
Finally, conclusions are drawn and reasonable recommendations are
offered to improve selenodetic control by the photogrammetric transfer of
known or assumed,local or astronomic coordinates of a lunar landing site to
neighboring features that may be photoidentified from orbital photographs.
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3·. HISTORICAL REVIEW
For decades in the past to the present day the task of surveying the
moon has engaged the efforts of many astronomers. In early 1959 the
launching of LUNIK I by Russia, and subsequently, POINEER IV by the
United States: "... opened the first modern, post telescopic phase of lunar
exploration. II or, at least, introduced a tantalizing new dimension [30J.
During the some seventy years prior to the launching of the first
lunar space probes the establishment of selenodetic control was founded on
direct astronomic angular observations and indirect angular observations
through astronomic photography. Essentially, it was based on heliometric
observations which consist of measurements of position angles and angular
distances between a reference point on the lunar surface (Mosting A is the
fundamental point) and the lunar limb. Observations at mean libration
permit a best-fit circle of the lunar disc to be established. The center of
this circle is defined as the projection of the origin of the coordinate
system (the dynamic or mass center of the moon) upon the lunar surface
and its radius to be the mean radius of the moon. Thus, the center of
figure is equated to the center of mass and in the adjustment of the helio-
. metric observations this injects the so-called center of figure bias. The
adjustment provides corrected values of physical lunar libration parameters
and the coordinates of the reference point as well as the mean radius of the
moon [26J.
The heliometer was first developed by Bouger in 1748 and later
modified by Dollond. It consists of a refractor telescope with two semi-lenses
which may form a single, superimposed image of two object points at the
principle focus. The angular distance between the two object points formed
on the focus is equal to the distance between the centers of the semi-lenses
when one slides parallel to a line of section upon the other [24]. It was used
to measure the diameter of the moon at the end of the 18th century bYLalande
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and by Bessel in 1839 to investigate lunar physical librations. It was
Bessel that developed the procedures for measurement that remain basically
intact ~oday.
Heliometric observations are limited by the resolving power im-
posed by their relatively small aperatures (4-7 inches). The Rayleigh
criterion:
A
0= 1 22 -(J • D
a = minimum angle resolved in minutes
>.. = wavelength of light
D = diameter of objective lens
theoretically indicates that a six inch aperature provides a minimum resolu-
tion of O. 75 arc seconds or well over a kilometer on the moon's surface. A
further limitation is based on atmospheric refractivity [20 J. rJiJJJ'~
Selenodetic control systems derived from earth-based lunar photo-
graphy generally rely heavily on heliometric observations. The reduction
of these observations provide the libration parameters (f, I) and the coor-
dinates of fundamental points. These reference points provide the orientation
and scale of the photographs from which the plate constants are determined.
A German astronomer, Franz, established the original eight funda-
mental points in the early 1900' s. Through the use of five plates from Lick
Observatory he expanded these to a system of 150 points. By 1958, an
Austrian astronomer, Schrutka-Fechtenstamm, published a revision of the
moon libration theory and a recomputation of Franz's 150 points. This
system is considered the beRt available and has served as the basis for later,
more densified systems {26]. Yet the S-R system and others comparable to it
reflect the inaccuracies inherent in the original heliometric observations as.
well as the additional inaccuracies associated with the earth-based photographi
process.
Two American government agencies have undertaken densification of
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lunar control. The Army Map Service (now, Army Topographic Command)
published AMS-64 consisting of 256 points. This agency utilized the funda-
mental points from th~ IAU Cataloque of Blagg and Muller and plates from
the Lick Observatory f8J: In 1966, AMS published the GROUP NASA system
of 484 points utilizing control points determined by Saunder, Franz, and
Konig [181. The Aeronautical Chart and Information Center of the U. S. Air
Force published another independent system of 196 points in 1965. ACIC
selected Control from the S-F system and plates from the Pic du Midi
'Observatory in France and the U. S. Navy Astrometric Feflector in Arizona
r23J. Therewere large differences between the systems of the two agencies in
pla,nimetry (several kilometers) and height. This was emphasized during the
FANGER probes to the moon when elevation differences of approximately 2.5 -.,
kilometers between the AMS/ACIC systems and the trajectory computations
were noted. Nevertheless, the systems were combined to form the Selenodetic
Control System, DOD-66, of 734 points'[26][19J.
Two modern photographic methods are independent of control establi sh-
ed through heliometric observations and appear to be rather promising. The
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory at the University of Arizona employs a pro-
cedure using star trailed photograp,hy that was designed by Arthur [26J. Per-
haps more significant is a procedure contributed by Kopal of the University of
Manchester. Moutsoulas describes it as photographing a stellar field that
is at the same declination and hour angle that the moon will attain at a later
time. When the moon reaches the proper position, the plate is reexposed.
Providing no excessive temperature changes take place during the period the
telescope is stationary. the star field provides the plate orientation and scale;
lU1d the constants can be used for reduction of points on the lunar surface [24J.
Kopal states that the achieved accuracy is sufficient to determine the physical
librations of the moon {22].
Extensive, extraterrestrial photography was inaugurated with the
launching of the Lunar Orbiter Satellites during the period August 1166 and
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August 1167. The mission of the first three Orbiters was primarily
designed for the selection of primary and secondary landing sites for sub-
1'J equent Apollo missions. Orbiter IV and V were tasked to perform a broad,
systematic survey of scientifically interesting features on the lunar surface.
All Orbiter photographic subsystems contained a medium resolution
lens (focal length 80 mm) and a high resolution lens (focal length 610 mm).
Neither was of photogrammetric quality. Calibration of the system, in
general, included determination of the calibrated focal length, radial and
tangential distortion, the principle point of autocollimation and the camera
format reference system with respect to sawtooth fiducials and a preexposed
reseau system on the film (Lunar Orbiter I lacked these reseau marks). Ad-
ditional calibration was required to establish the effect of an image motion
compensation system.
In operation, the film would be clamped to the platen, and the platen
would move in proportion to ground speed while the shutter was open. The
film was then processed by a BIMAT system which developed, fixed, and
dried it. The negative was then scanned by a line scan tube in small increments
(2.67 mm). This signal was electronically processed for tran~mission to
earth via the spacecrafts' telemetry subsystem as a composite video signal.
The ground reconstruction electronics system received the video signal and
fed it to a kinescope tube from which it was copied on 35 mm television record-
ing film. A reassembly printer utilized this record to orient and project the
framelets on aerographic duplicating film to produce the fini shed product.
The photography collected from this series eliminated several signif-
icant limitations attached to earth based photography; namely, the distortions
associated with atmospheric refractiVity and insufficient scale for effective
resolution. Further, it provided a greatly improved geometry. However,
other disadvantages inherent in the total system design requirements introduced
distortions into the photography and uncertainties into the reduction procedures.
Broadly, the distortions were associated with on board photographic processing,
space transmission of the video signal, and ultimate reconstruction of the photo.
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Reduction uncertainties included the film distortion, but additionally, was
largely dependent upon photo support data which defined spacecraft location
and attitude at time of exposure. These were functions of the orbit determin-
ation program with its associated uncertainties.
Nevertheless, despite the fundamental inaccuracies, ACIC evaluated
the feasibility of establishing a lunar geodetic system from Lunar Orbiter
photography and arrived at positive conclusions [3J. One result was, !:-
Positional Reference System of Lunar Features Determined From Lunar
Orbiter Photography. Although the original feasibility study encompassed
only the Lunar Orbiter IV Mission with its polar orbit and extensive coverage,
it was found that the medium resolution photography was of particularly poor
quality in detail except near the terminator. The remainder was either
highly over or under exposed. All photography possessed significant errors
in timing, exposure orientation, and spacecraft positioningf3J. As a result,
photography from all Lunar Orbiter missions was utilized in order to achieve
the desired coverage. However, Lunar Orbiter I photos which lacked a pre-
exposed reseau grid on the film were employed only when necec;sary to fill in
specified areas. The method used, broadly, for this control system is best
described by the author:
"The method consists of computing perspective projections [23J
based upon the orbital data for a series of photographs that
are linked together by common coverage. Starting on the
nearside lof the' moonJ, the projections were positioned
to agree with the coordinates of features determined
from telescope photography. l The ACIC net of 196 control
points, [23JJ. The link was continued around the moon by
extending the coordinates of common features from one
photograph to the next. A meridional arc and an equatorIal
arc were completed and joined in the vicin'ity of the equator
and the 180th meridian [27J •
.7
This net produced (considering the extent of the net and lack of farside
control) reasonable estimated accuracies of 1-5. 5-10. and 10-15 kilo-
meters. depending on the partioular area cited r27J. This was achieved
despite the facts that control was provided only on the nearside in a coor-
dinate system based on center of figure, and the photography was of variable
quality with all the errors associated with its on board processing and elec-
tronic transmission. Further, the exterior elements of camera orientation
were determined from spacecraft telemetry with the associated orbit deter-
mination uncertainties and a coordinate system originating at the center of
mass.
A current control net in the process of being established by the
Mapping Sciences Branch of the Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas,
is in the imminent stages of completion. This net is based on medium and
high resolution photography acquired solely by Lunar Orbiter IV. It covers
a rather extensive area between ± 20u latitude and 60° west longitude to 45°
east longitude with the greatest concentration of control in the Apollo land-
ing zone of ±5u latitude of the same area. Although control points from
DOD-66 and the ACrC/AMS nets are input to the computational program, they
are generally not used in the adjustment. They are merely compared to the
control established by Lunar Orbiter IV and the root mean square differences
are output in the statistical summary. Preliminary results have shown a
bias between the two systems of approximately two kilometers, but the final
results have yet to be published.
All of these control systems are steps toward the fulfillment of the
essential requirements for the development of geodetic and cartographic
knowledge of the moon as outlined by the Falmouth conference of scientists,
convened by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration at Falmouth,
Massachusetts in July of 1965 [12J. Among these requirements are:
Establish a selenodetic coordinate system... related
to the right ascension/declination system.
8
Derive a reference figure with respect to a point
which is representative of the moon's center of
mass.
Establish a three-dimensional geodetic control
system... in terms of latitude, longitude, and
height above the chosen reference figure.
These requisites are not only essential to the expansion of geodetic and
cartographic knowledge of the moon, but become fundamental, base know-
ledge for the exercise of other disciplines f12J. Photogrammetry has
demonstrated uniquely that it provides the necessary capability to efficiently
gather the necessary data and to process it into useful and meaningful infor-
mation ~12J.
The following photogrammetric procedure is submitted as a modest
contribution to the ever expanding numbers of methods designed to increa.'le
man's knowledge of the lunar body.
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4. EXPERIMENTATION
4.1 Real Data Experiment
4.1.1 Preliminary
The purpose of this demonstration is to describe in detail the
procedure utilized to transfer local or selenographic coordinates from an
assumed or known location to surrounding lunar features that are identi-
able in orbital photographs. It must be realised, however, that no lunar
surface photography has been accomplished with this purpose in mind. As
a result several basic assumptions are employed and various procedures
inaugurated that would normally be unnecessary were such a mission
assigned to personnel of the APOLLO series or follow-on series which would
reach the lunar surface.
4.1.2 Materials
The following materials, equipment, and systems were used:
A. APOLLO 12 Lunar Surface Photographs; AS12-48-7090, 7091,
7092; Magazine X; Exposed by a 70mm Hasselblad camera
with focal plane reseau grid. (Nom inal focal length, 60mm)
B. A. M. S., Lunar Map, Surveyor III Site; Scale; 1:2000
(1 st ed., Jan 1968)
C. Mann Precision Comparator, Type 735 with Mann Data Logger
D. IBM 360/75 Computer System (OSU installation)
The photographs identified in A. above were the result of an extensive
search of all surface photography obtained from the surface operations of Apol!;
Missions XI and XII. They were selected with the following criteria in mind:
A. Stereoscopic coverage
B. Maximum base between photographs
C. Simultaneous, photographic coverage of the LM, Surveyor Ill;
and other points on the lunar surface that could be identified
from orbital photography
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D. Exposed with a calibrated camera equipped with a focal plane,
reseau grid.
These three photos fulfilled these requirements adequately with an
average base estimated to be twenty meters; the LM and Surveyor III were
imaged on each photo; three relatively well defined lunar features were
imaged; and a post flight calibration was conducted on the two cameras em-
ployed. Each camera was equipped with reseau grid at the focal plane.
Unfortunately, it has not been ascertained which camera exposed these par-
ticular plates [4J. However, their calibrated focal lengths of 61. 547mm
(#1016) and 61. 636mm (#1002) determined at a 22. 5m focus with black and
white film (KODAK S0267) were quite similar (5Jr6J. Neither camera had a
lens distortion pattern that would require consideration except for the most
rigorous photogrammetric procedures [5 Jr6J.
For the purpose of this demonstration the average focal length was
used in calculations. This constituted the introduction of approximately
± 0.07% error in the focal length and a proportional amount in the computations
associated with it. This was considered insignificant for the purpose of the
real data experimentation. Further the reseau grid was assumed to be at
exactly spaced internals of 10mm, (4), and radial and tangential distortions
were neglected [17Jr5JI6J.
4. 1. 3 Procedure
Broad exposure to the many hundreds of photographs taken during
APOLLO XII surface operations permitted the viewer to acquire a semblance of
orientation in regard to several features on the lunar surface. This was not
facilitated by any documentation concerning time, direction of exposure, orien-
tation of the camera or any other details except in the most general sense.
Nevertheless, this orientation permitted the selection of three photographs with
the LM, the Surveyor ITI and three other photo identifiable fea~ures which could
be located on the lunar maps. Further, it was confirmed that these features
could be seen on available orbital photography. Specifically, this was photo-
~raphy from Lunar Orbiters I and III. APOLLO XII orbital photography which
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covered Surveyor III Site was taken at a height of approximately 60 nautical
miles using a lens of 80mm focal length. The comcomittant photo scale
was nearly'I:I, 400, 000. This was entirely inadequate for surface feature
identification within the limitations of. surface acquired photography.
The lunar maps of Site III were employed to establish the coor-
dinates of the five points to be used. The LM was plotted on Lunar Map,
Surveyor III Site (Scale; 1:2000) from coordinates established on Lunar
Surface Exploration Map, LSE 7-6, Scale 1:5000, prepared by the U. S.
Army Topographic Command, 1 November 1969. With the top, center of the
LM arbitrarily defining the origin of a local cartesian coordinate system its
azimuth from Surveyor III was measured on map B as 301 0 30 ~ 00:'0 and
fixed to establish orientation. Additionally, the distance between the LM and
Surveyor was measured and fixed at 202.00 meters to establish scale. The
local coordinates of the three other points were obtained relative to the LM.
The heights were determined relative to the top center of the LM by inter-
polating between the five meter supplementary contour intervals provided on
the map. The initial locations of all points are summarized as follows (See
Figures I, lA, and IT):
SELENOGRAPHIC COORDS. LOCAL CARTESIAN COORDS.
POINT LATITUDE LONGITUDE X
..L .£
1 (LM) 3-11-51. 6 S 23-23-14. 0 W 1000.00 1000.00 100.00
2 (SURVEYOR) 3-12-04.0 S 23-22-53.6 W 1172.23 894.46 87.49
3 (MOUND) 3-11-46.1 S 23-23-20~ 3 W 948.00 1045.00 93.96
4 (LONE ROCK) 3-11-52.9 S 23-22-58.8 W 1129.23 988.46 93.96
5 (CRATER RK) 3-11-53.5 S 23-22-55.7 W 1156.23 982.• 46 91.96
The location of camera exposure stations prOVided a more difficult
problem since there was no documentation in their regard. Therefore, esti-
mated positions had to be determined from the photographs themselves. This
was accomplished graphically be constructing a template based on the camera
field of view. With a nominal focal length of 60 millimeters and usable camera
format of 52 by 52 millimeters the angular field of view was computed to be
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approximately 46°. There was an angular field of 9~2between adjacent
rtHWIlU erORHOH. Tho templato waR overlayed on the lunar map and adjusted
until Identifiable lunar features were in their proper angular relationship.
When the optimum fitting of the template was achieved, the vertex defined
approximations of the exposure station in planimetry (X o, Yo) and the central
axis of the template defined the direction of the camera optical axis. This
prOVided an estimate for the phi (<p) rotation. Exposure station height (Zo)
was again interpolated from contour intervals modified by an added 1.37 meters
based on the assumption that the astronaut accomplished the photography stand-
ing with the camera at mid-chest level. Estimates of the omega (w) and
kappa (x) rotations were determined from the apparent depression angle of
the center cross reseau and the comparison of a line of horizontal reseau marks
with the apparent lunar horizon, respectively. A summary of the locations of
the exposure stations and camera orientation estimates are (See Figures I, lA,
and II):
STATION SELENOGRAPHIC COORDS. LOCAL CARTESIAN COORD8.
(PHOTO#) LATITUDE LONGITUDE ~ ...Y2 ~
1 3° 12 '11:3 S 23°22 '52:'0 W 1186. 23m 822.46m 94.09m
(7090)
94.242 3 12 09.0 8 23 22 49.6 W 1206.23 852.96(7091)
1214.73 871.46 95.343 3 1206.78 23 22 48.6 W
(7092)
ORIENTATION (DEGREES/RADIANS)
1
2
3
3.50 / 0.06109*
3.50 / O. 06109
3.50 / O. 06109
!2.
20. 0 / 0.34907
42. 0 / 0.7-3304
60. 0 / 1. 04720
w
80. 0 / 1. 39626*
80. 0 / 1.39626
80. 0 / 1. 39626
• A selected average for the three photographs was imployed f')r the x and
w rotations.
It became apparent during the template fitting procedt.:.re that there
I.'XiSlcd a definite possibility of a significant discrepancy between the location
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SURVEYOR III
SCALE 1:2000
SITE
MERCATOR PROJECTION
STANDARD PARAllElS AT 2'30'N AND 2'30'S LATITUDES
CONTOUR INTERVAL-l0 METERS
SUPPLEMENTARY CONTOURS AT 5 METER INTERVALS
CONTOURS AND SPOT ElEvAnONS ARE EXPRESSED AS RADIUS VECTORS IN METERS WITH THE FIRST THREE
DIGITS OMITIED. FOR EXAMPLE, A RADIUS VECTOR OF 1738250 METERS IS DESIGNATED 8250 METERS.
THE VERnCAl AND HORIZONTAL CONTROL NETWORK ON THIS MAP WAS ESTABLISHED BY
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC TRIANGULATION USING THE lUI~AR ORBITER SITE IP. 7 CONTROL.
RELATIVE ERRORS EXPRESSED IN METERS (90 PERCENT PROBABILITY)
HORIZONTAL . . . . . . . . . . 3 METERS
VERTICAL. . . . . . . . . . . 6 METERS
o
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plotted for the LM and the position indicated by its angular relationship with
lither foatures. It appeared that the actual position of the LM should be some
:l:, meters to the N E of its current position. However, since no better
information on its selenographic coordinates was available. It was consid-
ered to be fixed with the qualification that this discrepancy would be investi-
gated by varying the application of constraints on it and other points during
the adjustment.
The original intention was to measure photo coordinates on the
Zeiss, Precision Stereocomparator, PSK, with ancillary IBM 026 card punch
to facilitate use of the computer program COMCORDCON. This program
converts comparator coordinates to photo coordinates by an affine transfor-
mation, simultaneously correcting for lens distortion and HIm shrinkage
(See Appendix I). Because of the malfunction of this equipment the Mann
Precision Comparator was utilized. Unfortunately, to simplify the obser-
vation procedure, each plate was rotated approximately 30° to prevent
alignment of the measuring cross with the photographic reseau crosses. This
prohibited COMCORDCON from properly identifying the four reseau marks
f\ssociated with each point measured and correlating them to the reseau, photo-
coordinate system. A simple, two-point transformation routine was employed
to rotate the comparator coordinate system near enough to the reseau photo-
coordinate system to make the data compatible to COMCORDCON. The out-
put from COMCORDCON was then ready for input to the BLOCK TRIANGULA-
TION computer program.
The follOWing mean standard errors were estimated for conversion
to the variance-covariance matrices for subsequent use in the BLOCK
TIHANGULATION program for weighting:
Photo coordinates; Clx =Cr, = 0.01 mm
Exterior orientation; axo= avo = at 0 = 20.0 m
&<0 = aU> = 0.174533 rad (10°)
ax = O. 08727 rad (5°)
Survey coordinates; ax = ~ = az = co to O. 01"m (various)
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4.1.4 Real Data Results
In addition to the variance-covariance matrices postulated from the
standard errors of the previous section, constraints on the survey coordinates
of Points 1 and 2 and the elevation coordinate of Point 3 were imposed assum-
ing a standard error of 0.01 meter. The results of this first adjustment
were exceedingly poor. Subsequent adjustments consisted of input imposing
constraints on combinations of Points 1 and 2 and variable constraints and
rela."Cations on Points 3,4, and 5. These triangulations either provided only
slightly improved results or the adjustment failed to converge at all.
Two tendencies were manifest, particularly. Point 1, the LM,
continually drifted to the lunar northeast or east, and there was a constant
warping of the model most evident in the residuals on surface point elevations,
the xrotation which was constrained to 5°, and in wwhich was constrained to
10°. When the constraints on Point 1 were relaxed, the LM freely moved
approximately 48 meters almost due east of its initially plotted position.
The warping appeared to subside to some extent, but further variations of the
weight matrices were reqUired to reduce the residuals on survey elevations
and the rotations associated with the elements of exterior orientation to any
degree of realism or consistency.
These difficulties were attributed to the possibly erroneous position-
ing of Point I, the possible misidentification of Point 3, and the uncertainties
associated with the coordinates of all points that were fixed and employed as
control for the model. Elevation differences were particularly noted to be
a potential source of error since the elevation differences among all points
were' relatively small and generally within the predicted error of the lunar
map (6 meters with 90% probability). A further complicating factor involved
with the uncertainties in elevation determination and the minimal differences
was the near coplanearity of the control. As explained by Smith r29] this
would manifest itself in the triangulation program as an indeterm inacy of the
normal coeffecient matrix. Of possibly worse consequence is Thompson's r:l1:
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expansion of Smith's explanation which would indicate, if not indeterminacy,
then an Instability of the solution.
Triangulations nwnbered 27 and 29 provided the most consistent
nllju stmcnts that could be extracted from the real data. However, No. 27
utilized Point 3 as a control point and, as a result, the values involved must
be suspect. Triangulation No. 29 utilized Points 2, 4, and 5. Since these
points appeared to be well identified, were in proximity to the camera
exposure stations, and had the best known positional relationship, this trian-
"'\Ilation is accepted as the most valid. Unfortunately, acceptance of trian-
~"\llation No. 29 positions the LM at LAT. 3-11-51. 4 S LONG. 23-23-08.1 W.
This reduces the distance between the LM and Surveyor III to approximately
1G:i meters, and redefines the bearing to the LM to about 311° 30 '. This
possible redefinition of the scale and orientation of the system effectively
distorts the information it produces. Nevertheless, the results do have
"alue insofar as the adjustment retains consistency and merely lacks a valid
geale and orientation. A complete summary of the results and the statistics
of these adjustments are provided on pages 25 ,through 36.
It can be concluded that the possible gross uncertainties of this
particular set of real data negate any reasonable expectation of significant
results. However, the feasibility of employing real data with proper control
seems to be reasonaboly apparent.
4.2 Idealized Data Experiment
·1 •2. 1 Procedure
The fundamental quantities that can be measured from photography are spatial
an~lcs between conjugate imaging rays. It remains to introduce scale and orien-
uUnn into the photogrammetrically determined three dimensional array of conju-
~;llc ray intersections. Obviously, there are a great many choices that may be
made for the introduction of scale and orientation. In order to provide a standard
hy which one might logically anticipate the predicted accuracies of a triangulation
pr()~ram utilizing lunar surface photography with realistic.control, an idealized
model was constructed (Figure III). This model presupposes a reasonable capa-
hllity of dcterminin~ the relative elevations of Point 3 and the camera exposure
I'lations with respect to Points 1 and 2; and an ability to make an estimate of the
)( .mel W rotations of the elernents of e},.1:erior orientation.
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Figure III
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Additional conditions and parameters are:
1. Points 1 and 2 aligned with local vertical at a fixed distance
(In this case 6 meters)
2. Point 3 at a known elevation relative to Points 1 and 2 and
at a known distance. (In this case 5 meters)
3. A Hasselblad camera (described previously) utilized for at
least two exposures providing a stereoscopic pair at a
distance near its 22.4 meter focus.
The coordinates of Point 1 (assumed to be an LM or other similar
landing vehicle) are considered fixed and to define the origin of a local cartesian
coordinate system. Points 1 and 2 define the Z survey axis; and Point 3 is
then defined to be on a line parallel to the X survey axis. The coordinates of
til(' control points (1,2, and 3), the photoidentifiable features (4 and 5), and the
\'xposure stations become:
POINT LOCAL CARTESIAN COORDINATES (meters)
X y Z
1. (Target) 113.00 132.00 0.00
2. (Target) 113.00 132.00 6.00
3. (Target) 118.00 132.00 2.00
4. (Feature) 102.00 160.00 S.OO
5. (Feature) 160.00 300.00 12.00
Exposure Station 1 110.00 110.00 0.00
Exposure. Station 2 116.00 110.00 0.00
Ahd the rotational orientations of the cameras is:
CJ\r-.IERA ORIENTATION ANGLES (DEGREES/RADIANS)
Exposure Station 1
Exposure Station 2
x
0.00/0.0000
0.00/0.0000
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<P
0.00/0.0000
0.00/0.0000
W
90. 00/1. 5708
90.00/1. 57 OG
The estimated standard errors associated with the various observations are':
Photo coordinate : a x = a y = 0.005 millimeters
Survey coordinates
Targets .:. ax = fJy = fJz = 0.01 meters
Features: fJx = fJy = fJz = co Imters
Exposure Station : fJx = fJy = co meters
O'z = O. 01 meter~
0' x = 0.08727 radians (5°)
0' cp = fJw = 0.17453 radians (10°)
4.2.2 Idealized Data Results
The initial adjustment of the idealized data was a slight modification
from that which is tabulated. The first triangulation constrained the survey
coordinates in relation to the relative errors of the lunar map. This was
assumed to provide standard errors ofaXo = 0' Yo = 3 meters and (J Zo = 6
meters.
Although the results of the first adjustment produced smaller standard
errors in the adjusted coordinates of the photoidentifiable features, the realism
of estimating the Xo and Yo of the camera exposure stations on the lunar sur-
face to that accuracy appeared questionable. On the other hand the estimate of
elevation differences between the camera stations and Points 1 and 2 to a
reasonable accuracy seemed practicable. As a result, constraints on Xo and
Yo were removed and that on Zo was strengthened. These results were predict-
ably good and are provided on pages 37 through 42.
In an effort to produce results that might be more indicatory of
those that could be achieved in actual lunar surface operations, the coordinates
of the surface features were perturbed within the limits of the map accuracy..
Expectedly, the results were identical. In a subsequent adjustment the
constraints on the photo-coordinates were relaxed; that is, the weight on
photo-coordinates was reduced from 40,000 to 10,000 (fJx ' y = 0.010 millimeters
vice 0.005 millimeters). This caused a significant deviation of the adjusted
,22
coordinates of the lunar features from the known positions. In turn, the
constraints on the rotations of the exterior orientation elements were relaxed,
and the camera constant was perturbed by an additive 0.050 millimeters.
The following table provides these results for comparison.
Condition I: Coordinates of Points 1,2, and 3 constrained to 0.01 meter;
o· 0Zo to 0.01 meter; xto 5 ; <p and w to 10 ; photo-coordinates
to 5 microns; and f = 60.0 millimeters
ll: All of the above except photo-coordinates constrained to 10 microns
Ill: Same as II except constraints on )(, <p, and w removed.
IV: Same as III except f perturbed (f = 60.050 millimeters)
CONDITION ADJUSTED COORDINATES FEATURE POINT NUMBER
x Y z
KNOWN 102.00 160.00 8.00 4
I 102.009 159.991 7.998 4
II 102.010 159.977 7.996 4
III 102.010 159.977 7.996 4
IV 102.010 160.001 7.996 4
KNOWN 160.00 300.00 12.00 5
I 159.990 299.803 11. 986 5
II 159.907 299.514 11. 967 5
III 159.908 299.518 11. 968 5
IV 159.908 299.657 11. 968 5
It can be seen that the most significant deviation of the adjusted
coordinates from the known coordinates of the feature occurs as a result of
relaxing the constraints on the photo-coordinates. This is not unexpected
since there is a large weight change involving the elements which provide
the basic control for the model. The only other significant deviation is
noted when the focal length of the camera is perturbed and this is apparently
confined to the y survey coordinate which coincides with the rotated camera
z. a,,<is.
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Although the scope of this investigation inhibits specific predictions
of accuracy, it appears that with proper control on Points 1,2, and 3 and the
~ of the exposure stations a calibrated camera is capable of producing
positional accuracies of lunar features to several tenths of meters at distances
of approximately three-hundred meters from the control. The limited number
of points in the real data negates any empiric estimate concerning the
relationship between positional error and distance from the established
control.
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JOB NUHHER 0
DATE 12 AUG. lY70
TIME 11:39: 3.3
NUI··H3ER--(.iF--pfmT6s-;--·~E--------
'OEGKEES'OF -FREEDOM = 10--~U~N~IT~S'ThNDARD-ERROR= 0.652810-02
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PhUIO NO.
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RESULTS
SURVEY COORDINATES
POINT NO.
STO. ERROR
RESIDUALS
WEIGHT
1 x
113.000
0.83920-05
0.89540-04
10000.000
y
132.000
0.44970-04
.. - ....
-0.17210-04
10000.000
z
-0.000
0.83920-05
0.67940-05
10000.000
VARIANCE/COVARIANCE MATRIX
0.704300-10
0.427220-12
0.310480-17
P"OTNT 'NO.
0.427220-12
0.202260-08
-0.823620-15
x
0.310480-11
-0.823620-15
0.704290-10
v z
113.000 132.000
., " .
6.000
STD. ERROR
RESIDUALS
WE IGln
0.83920-05
-0.14150-04
10000.000
0.44210-04
0.17490-04
10000.000
0.14530-04
0.95270-04
10000.000
VARIANCE/COVARIANCE MATRIX
0.704290-10
0.421370-12
0.117160-12
0.421370-12
0.195470-08
0.524300-09
40
0.117160-12
0.524300-09
0.211060-0'1
POINT NO. 3
STD. ERROR
RESIDUALS
WEIGHT
'x
118.000
0.13000-04
-0.75390-04
10000.000
y
132.000
0.4436D-04
. -- . --0 ~28 710-06
"10000.000
I
2.000
0.92830-05
-0.97310-04
10000.000
VARIA~CE/COVARIANCEMATRIX'
0.168940-09 0.440220-09 0.393640-10
0.440220-09 0.196760-08 0.115930-09
0.393640-10 0.175930~09 0.861660-10
- Y- l
159.991 1.998
O~ 32040~03 - . ._. 0.54750-04
-:;'-0.19910 01 0.15020 01
- O~O 0.0
4 X
102.009
STD-~· ERROR -'--'.- -- -'-0.72980-04-
RESIOUALS 0~19910 01
WEIGHT 0.0
POINT NO.
VARIANCE/COVA~IANCE MATRIX
0.532670-08 -0.225~60-01 -0.360800-08
--~0.22556D-07 0.102630-06 - 0~16421D-07
-0.360880-08 0.164210-01 0.29971D-08
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159 • 990 '" .. -. .... 2 99 • 803 11 • 986
STO~ ERROR . . "0~'11460--02' .-_. 0.46190:"02' 0.j0010-03
RES I UUALS-- ... - .... _- -'-(f~ 301'00' o-C- -'---'() ~21970 0 i "-'-- -:':0-~-985S'D' 60
WEIGHT'--- '''',.-- .-- -.---.. 0.;0----·--------·· ·6~0--·----·-· ··-----·0.0· _..
- - . --- --- - ... ----0 VARIANCE/COVARIANCE MATRIX
0.131320-05-- O~52A21D-05 .0.333560-06- .- ._- .. ----
'0'~528210-05'"0.213330-04 0.134120-05·-···· "-'"'' ..
0;3 33560~06--- .. -"0 ~ 134120~05-- .. O~ 904040-01' -'---. ----- .
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5. CONCLUSIONS
It is apparent from the results of the real data experiment that, in
general, the potential to improve selenodetic control by the use of lunar
surface photography exists to a significant degree. Although the specific
results are considered inconclusive because of the lack of any dependable,
local control, the experiment has emphasized some of the difficulties
associated with surface data. Of particular note, is the instability of the
solution due to the relative coplanearity of the control utilized. This is
a realistic problem when one considers that the APOLLO landing sites to
date have been selected in the mare areas where relatively level lunar
terrain has been a criteria. It is anticipated that this criteria will
continue to be considered, but perhaps, to a lesser extent as the expe-
rience in lunar landings is increased. This does, nevertheless, stress
the need for good vertical control, strongly constrained, to minimize this
instability. Additionally, the solution has manifested a certain sensitiVity
to the rotations of the camera's elements of exterior orientation. This
was particularly evident when all elements of the exposure station were
constrained and Points 2, 4, and 5 exercised total control of the model.
The resulting adjusted coordinates were realistic only for those points
and stations within approximately fifty meters of the control points. The
exposure station for photo AS12-48-7090, the most distant of the exposure
stations, was almost two hundred meters from its estimated position with
more than twenty times the estimated x rotation. Point 3 could not even
be plotted on the chart.
On the other hand, the idealized data and that with perturbations prOVides
Borne indication of the kind of accuracy that may be achieved by a reason-
able effort to establish a local network to control the adjustment of more
distant features. Further, one may reasonably imply that an additional
input of data from overhead photography (properly scaled, if a camera
lens of different focal length is employed) would provide a material
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improvement to this adjustment. Yet, no specific predictions can be offered
because of the paucity of points and the lack of suitable overhead photo-
graphy and infonnation regarding the lunar conditions (such as surface
refraction, etc.). However, it is justifiable to assume that the photo-
grammetric errors associated with the adjusted local coordinates of lunar
features from surface and overhead photography would not contribute
materially to the total error substantially which are attached to astronomic
observations •
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Concept
The procedure to be described is a direct application of fundamental
geodetic and photogrammetric techniques as described in most textbooks
on the subjects. The unique aspect is that these techniques are applied to
lunar surface photography supplemented by orbital photography. The
basic advantage of this proposal is to establish control where selenodetic
control ought to be established•.. on the lunar surface.
Although this control will be limited in coverage, each subsequent
landing will provide a further expansion of the control net with an ever
increasing number of points which can be identified from orbit and to
which a set of aetronoxnic coordinates originating with the LM may be
associated. It is theorized that eventually a net of sufficient extent would
be available to effectively control unmanned, orbital photo missions. The
folloWing procedure is offered to that end.
6.2 Presuppos ition
The current lunar landing vehicles are capable of obtaining the
astronomic position of the landing site from stellar observations. It is
presupposed that this capability will continue and perhaps improve in the
accuracy of determination as the APOLLO series progresses. It is further
assumed that an azimuth can be determined to relate any local coordinate
system to the selenographic system. One method that suggests itself is to
image a stellar field on the lunar surface photography related to Universal
Time through spacecraft time. This might be accomplished by the use of
a half-circular, neutral density filter for the Hasselblad camera. The top,
or clear half, would permit sufficient exposure to image the star field while
the bottom, or tinted half, would inhibit overexposure of the lunar surface.
Time of exposure could be recorded on a magnetic taped voice circuit.
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6.3 Equipment
The following equipment is additional to what is carried on the lunar mOdule,
and serves only as an example to accomplish the desired procedure. As mentionl:d
earlier, the fundamental requirement is to supply the photogrammetrically deter-
mined array of conjugate ray intersections with scale and orientation.
1. A calibrated tape of approximately 6 meters that can be
hung without interference from an available or added
projection on the LM. This tape would be targeted at
each end with an additional target whose position can be
varied and its reading noted. A second, similar target
for exposure station reference is optional. It is visualized
that they would slide on the tape with friction clamps to
maintain their position once established. The lower end
should be weighted and might have some dampening device
to reduce oscillations.
2. Two lightweight, variable height, telescoping tripods.
a. One targeted tripod would be equipped with a
small leveling telescope and two calibrated,
horizontal spirit levels. One glass parallel to
the telescope optical axis, the other normal to it.
A plumb bob or optical plumb is necessary.
b. The second tripod would provide an attachment
for the Hasselblad camera with similarly
oriented spirit levels.
3. A calibrated tape of convenient length (perhaps up to 20
meters) with staking rings at each end and a tension
spring with scale at one end.
6.4 Procedure
At any specified time during lunar surface excursions, the astronauts
would carry out the following procedure:
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1. The vertical tape would be hung from the LM.
2. Within 20 meters of the LM on reasonably level terrain
that would include a background with a maximum number
of discrete features, set up the level telescope in such a
manner that it is level and its field encompasses a portion
of the vertical tape. Position one of the adjustable targets
so that it is centered on the telescope cross hairs.
3. Layout the 20 meter tape from the base of the vertical
tape to a position below the plumb of the level telescope.
The tape may be staked in position with a predetermined
amount of tension indicated.
4. Position the camera at its first station such that its optical
axis is perpendicular to the vertical tape, though not
necessarily in the same plane. Include in its field of view,
the vertical tape, the targeted level telescope and the desired.
discrete lunar features.
5. When the oscillations of the vertical tape are minimal,
expose the plate and record:
a. The reading on the 20 meter tape below the
vertica~ tape.
b. All spirit level bubble positions.
c. The reading on the 20 meter tape below the
level telescope plumb.
d. The readings of the variable target(s) on the
vertical tape. (All readings could be voice
recorded on tape.)
For subsequent exposures. it would only be necessary to reposition
the camera to obtain a stereoscopic pair, possibly readjust the optional
variable target (if used) and to record the readings already menticned,
(See Figure nl).
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The resulting models would be similar to the idealized model described.
The vertical tape would provide the scale to an estimated accuracy of a
few millimeters and define the local vertical as the local Z survey axis j
its lower target would establish the origin of the local coordinate system.
The targeted level telescope, the position of the variable target on the
vertical tape, and the measured distance to an estimated accuracy of .01
meter, could be computationally corr~cted to define a line parallel to the
local X survey axis. The local Y survey axis would then be defined.
Reduction of the recorded readings would give the survey coordinates of
the level telescope target and the Z survey coordinate of the camera
stations to an estimated accuracy of 0.01 meters. The x and W
rotations would be estimated to be near zero based on the camera
leveling results. The <p rotation would be estimated by its relation to
the defined YZ survey plane. Approximate positions of the lunar surface
features can be scaled from a convenient lunar map.
After preprocessing the necessary information and providing the photo
coordinates from COMCORDON to the BLOCK TRIANGULATION PROGRAM,
the resulting adjustment would photogrammetrically relate all discretely
imaged lunar surface features to the position of the LM in .1 local cartesian
coordinate system.
Extending this with an azimuth and the astronomic position of the LM,
this adjustment, with a simple coordinate system transformation program,
would provide selenographic coordinates and relative elevations of lunar
features that could be related to current and future orbital photography.
It is acknowledged that the foregoing method is neither the most
simplified nor the most sophisticated that could be employed. However,
it does serve to emphasize the fundamental requirements of the system;
that is, the establishment of adequate scale and orientation and the
application of sufficient constraints to obviate coplanearity ~f the model.
It is, therefore, suggested that the previous procedure, or one
fulfilling the same basic criteria, be considered for adoption. It is
49
firmly believed that its implementation would be the beginning of an
tmprovod selenodetic control network.
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